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Outi es
By J. R. Pournelle

New Brookland Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 400 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x
5.3in. x 1.0in.Outies is an authorized sequel to The Mote in Gods Eye and The Gripping Hand by bestselling SF duo Larry Niven and Jerry Pournelle. With a fresh point of view, deep continuity, and
page-turning plot twists, J. R. (Jennifer) Pournelle brings a mature generation of Moties to life for a
mature generation of readers. Outies introduces new characters, adds depth to beloved old ones,
creates a rich, imaginable world, and gives clear voices to aliens and outsiders. In a return to the
CoDominium universe of the Second Empire of Man, Outies pauses at the fringes of human space,
on an outworld that never knew fossil fuels. New Utah instead pushed crude solar technologies to
the limits of everyday utility. But a planet is a big place - and its time for the New Utahns to meet the
neighbors. Blending hard science and social science, Outies explores complexities of biology,
geology, and ecology at the heart of alien Motie society and evolution. While military science fiction
in a sense, that sense is very much of the wars of our time. Outies plunges through the confusion,
chaos,...
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Reviews
Complete guide! Its this sort of good read. It is rally exciting throgh studying period. I am just pleased to explain how here is the very best publication i have
go through inside my own existence and could be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Adele Rosenba um
A superior quality publication and the font employed was exciting to read through. It is among the most awesome book i have read. I am e ortlessly could
get a enjoyment of reading a created publication.
-- Ettie K utch
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